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INrRODUCTION
In the last few years the provision of paediatricprostheses for an upper limb deficit has become increasingly

common. However,the earliest age at which externally powereddevices might be useful is still the subject of some
controversy within the prosthetics field (1),(2),(3).

Some developments have been based on adult equipments.Others have been specifically designed for children. In bothcases it is usual to provide only one control option However,design for children during the early years should takeparticular account of development, not just the size andweight of the device, but also the grasping patterns, response
speed and control system of choice (4).

DISCUSSION
It is often said that these prostheses are supplied to

'treat the parents' While it would be surprising if suitable
equipment did not help the family mourning process (5),(6),this cannot be sufficient justification alone for theirprovision. Systems should be designed to provide somethingwhich is useful to the infant even if we may not be able to
quantify their perceptions It follows that it is important toconsider the development and importance of control and grasp
patterns of the non-dominant anatomical hand.

The very young child may well neglect the prosthetically
fitted limb when first fitted. Although they might resist thedonning of the prosthesis to the point where a secondaryretention system is needed and then ignore the device whenworn. Features which focus the child's attention on the
prosthesis can be provided by adding some purposeful functionas well as the dress and gross activities for which a passive,
cosmetic device should be provided.

EXIERNALLY POWERED PROSTHESIS
The SIEEPER ScamP hand has been designed with this inmind. Initially the device is light enough to be used as apassive hand, no battery or electronic sensor system isrequired at this stage. A closing drive is provided by a

spring and as soon as it is felt to be appropriate objects canbe fitted into and held by the hand. Ihis provides a focus forthe child's interest, At the next developmental landmark andduring a socket renewal, a pull switch is fitted, which isoperated as the child reaches objects in the mid-line
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Later and as the infant becomes more aware, a single

site, threshold switch, myo system can be fitted. Ihe control

system has an integral power saver. Later, on the larger hand,

the same electronics
and a STEEPER Myosensor can provide

single site proportional
control if desired. Proportional

speed control and grip force control are only worth

considering if, firstly, the child can understand
the

mediation of the controlling action. and secondly if the

output device is fast enough or grips hard enough to make

variable control worthwhile. Consequently,
most devices either

operate at a single speed with a fixed or pulsed up grip

system, or have a largely redundant proportional control.

It has been argued, that external power should be

provided at the earliest age at which such a prosthesis will

be tolerated, based on the concept that the child will learn

control of the prosthesis naturally. Some fittings have been

reported as early as 4 months. Other groups have provided

these limbs much later, at 4 years or so, when the child is in

a structured learning environment. As a prelude to an

electrically powered limb the child often gains other

prosthetic experiences. Proponents of both regimes claim

success. What is certain is that children appear
to go from

one form of device to another without difficulty. It follows

that each experience teaches useful skills but the order in

which they are learned may be important in providing optimum

incorporation into the child's body image and activity

patterns.

BODY POWERED DEVICE

Existing cable driven devices

have finite step grip force

adjustments provided by springs,

Because the drive geometries are

simple, operation by the very young

may be difficult. The initial

closing or opening force has to be

set low and this means that the

device does not have a very useful

grip. However, with the advent of

mechanism design software for

Computer Aided Design systems,

linkage simulation can provide 'designer' inputs and outputs.

(Figs 1, 2, 3). The design of the new gripper used these

techniques, providing reasonable grip forces at low openings

(Fig 4) for a modest input from the child. This means in

practice that the ability to hold paper, crayons, cookies and

age appropriate toys is enhanced.

Figure 1
FRONT PULL TO OPEN

Graf:43 Showing PO & Grip Torque; Of S:oaper Childs Gripper

SUMMARY
Four factors describe ,the graspingprosthetic capability of

,
devices: Grip force, geometry, compliance andsurface detail By carefully weighting these factorsadvantages can be built into the prosthesis: In the sIEEPERScamP hand, the grip force has been set deliberately low,

,

relying on the other factors to provide the grasping ability.Ihis meas that low grip force can be traded fon speed.In the case of the gripper, the linkage design has been usedto enhance the available body power to provide grip at small
for a measure of

compliance.

Openings. Other features included in the jaw liners povide
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These devices illustrate
some of the considerations

used

when designing
for the developmental

patterns
of paediatric

prostheses.
Their design addresses

developmental
stages

between the ages of four months and four years, not only by

size changes,
but also with the provision

of a variety of

control options
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